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John 18:37-38 

 

Truth – The Perennial Question 

We’re all familiar with the word “truth” from hearing it used to defend the reality of 

something a person says or claims. 

But sometimes the reality of that “truth” can seem questionable.  

Perhaps the most famous example of this for us Christians came when Pilate 

was questioning Jesus.  It’s important to remember that Pilate was a politician and 

responsible for keeping peace in a part of the Roman Empire that had a history of 

unrest and insurrections.  So, when the Jewish authorities handed Jesus over to him, 

stating that they were not authorized to put anyone to death, Pilate thought Jesus must 

have done something so seriously wrong or illegal that they thought he deserved, or at 

least they wanted him, to die.  Something, perhaps, political.  So when Pilate asked 

Jesus if he was the king of the Jews, and Jesus responded: 

“The reason I was born, 

The reason I came into the world, 

is to testify to the truth. 

Anyone committed to the truth hears my voice.” 

That wasn’t quite what Pilate expected to hear and, being an experienced 

politician, in frustration he famously exclaimed: 

 “Truth! What does that mean?” 

Because he was not really interested in truth but –  

more importantly for his immediate situation and political future –                                                       

he was concerned about possible unrest and any challenge to the political order,                                 

including his continued role as a person with a role in it. 

Today, almost two thousand years later, what about us? 

How do we react when we hear someone make any kind of a statement?  

– especially if it’s about politics or groups of people?    

Do we stop to question, or even wonder about, the truth of their statement, or  

do we accept it simply because  
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it’s said forcefully or  

by someone we like, or 

we hear it often, or 

it’s by a famous person, such as an actor or a politician,  

                        and so we think it must be true? 

Perhaps, instead, maybe we should ask  

“Is that situation or that person – or are those people – really like that? 

Is that really the truth?  What are the objective facts?” 

And then we need to take the time to investigate for our own selves 

 whether what we’ve heard or been told is in line with all the facts of a situation. 

 

As Christians, we claim to believe in Jesus Christ as our Lord and Savior –  

the very Jesus whom Pilate interrogated and then ordered to be crucified to die. 

That’s why we – perhaps more than most people – should know                                                                                           

how serious the consequences of avoiding the truth of a statement can be,  

not only for the speaker  

but also – and no less importantly –   

for us who are asked or expected to believe the truth of any statement 

. 

Now, I admit that this is not always easy, for 

in our part of the world, life is not slow-moving.                                                    

We are constantly being bombarded all day every day                                                           

with places to be, things to do, people to text or call or keep tabs on                

with social media –  

seemingly for twenty-five hours a day.   

Twenty-five, because twenty-four hours in a day just aren’t enough! 

So what’s a person do?  Especially a person trying to live their life                                   

guided by their belief in Jesus Christ and according to Christian values? 

Maybe the first step is to acknowledge that there are too many people and 

projects and things to fit adequately in a twenty-four hour day.  

So we need to prioritize. 
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And priority shouldn’t necessarily go to the loudest voice or most frequent 

messages.   

In fact, actually, just the opposite: 

 We need to take time to be quiet, alone – for we won’t really be alone 

  when we need – and take – time to be one-on-one  

for God and with God, and 

focus on God present to us and within us 

in the quiet of our heart and mind and soul. 

Yeah – I know:  

“Good luck with that!   

Each and every day I have obligations to meet, a job, a family, and/or other 

commitments –  

people depending on me and my abiilities and resources  

that no one else can provide.   

 I need at least twenty-five hours in a day, if not more,  

so how can I possibly take any time – let alone an hour – to do nothing,  

even for God?             

OK, maybe I can squeeze in a few minutes – maybe – as I go from one place or 

responsibility to the next,  

but to just sit quietly for an hour?  

Can’t happen.   

Not if I’m to get done all I need to get done in a day to justify my 

existence.” 

 

For many in our society, that scenario seems to be more their truth than the exception. 

 

OOPS, did I say “truth”? 

 Yes. I did, because taking time in our daily life for truth can be a challenge, if not 

downright difficult in our lives today. 

Every day we hear of someone who has changed the style and focus of their life 

because of something they see on TV or  
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view on social media or   

hear on the radio or  

get in an email or  

      in a text on their cell phone.   

And whether it’s from a friend or an “influencer” or a politician or a famous “personality” 

or, sometimes, simply because they received a text message –   

and especially if it might be repeated often and loud enough –   

they accept it as real and true.  

Unfortunately, some people don’t even think to ask where it’s from but are comfortable 

with saying simply that they “heard it somewhere, so it must be true.”       

So perhaps they heard it several times, because  

advertisers know that repetition succeeds.    

And we’ve all heard of people who actually made serious life changes based on 

unsubstantiated claims by people they don’t even know.  Perhaps some of us here 

have, or know someone like that – I know I do.   

It can sometimes seem that a claim is accepted as the “truth“ simply because it is said –  

no matter its source or focus or if it actually has any basis in reality.   

It is enough that it is stated publicly or on radio or tv or a social media platform. 

Now, you’re probably wondering what world I live in if I think it’s possible to 

ignore the bombardment of information-with-a-purpose that we are constantly subjected 

to.  How can we simply ignore such things and still expect to know what’s going on in 

the world – whether globally or locally or anywhere in between.   

It’s not possible.   

But what is possible is to remember – to keep in mind and never lose sight of – 

the fact that  

no one puts out for public consumption just anything without having a purpose in 

mind.  Usually, their purpose is looking to change others’ minds or opinions about a 

product for sale, or – especially now and for the next several months – a political issue, 

or a political party or candidate.                                                                                                          

And, not surprisingly, from those with sufficient monetary resources,  

we’ve learned to live with, if not actually accept, the repetition of the messages. 
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But neither loudness nor repetition confers truth.    

Truth is never for sale,  

so neither the presence nor the repetition nor the fanciness nor the volume nor the 

celebrity salesperson paid to tout a message has anything to do with the truth of the 

message.   

Truth resides in the consistency of the message with objective reality – and it is 

the personal responsibility of each of us to decide for our own self whether a particular 

message is consistent with what we believe, value and know is real.  Each of us is 

individually responsible for our own agreement or disagreement with whether a political 

candidate or their platform or message or situation meets the standard and criteria of 

truth that we believe.  

Jesus assured us when he told Pilate, 

 “The reason I was born, 

the reason why I came into the world,  

is to testify to the truth. 

Anyone committed to the truth, hears my voice.” 

So, again, in the midst of our daily busy-ness, we need to take time to be quiet, alone – 

for we won’t really be alone 

  when we need – and take – time to be one-on-one  

for God and with God, and 

focus on God present to us and within us 

in the quiet of our heart and mind and soul,  

Because then we will hear Jesus’ voice and know the truth.  

 

 

 

John Hank 

September 25, 2022 Hatfield Church of the Brethren 
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